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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF NEWTON COUNTY, MISSOURI
AT NEOSHO, PROBATE DIVISION

PASTOR MARTIN LINDSTEDT,   			)
						Petitioners				)
												)
Proceeding in Rem								)	No. 14NW-PR00054
												)
Estate of  MARTINA L. LINDSTEDT,	 	)
												)


PETITION FOR REMOVAL FOR CAUSE OF JUDGE KEVIN LEE SELBY AS JUDGE PROBATING DECEDENT MARTINA LINDSTEDT’S ESTATE (Under Revised Statutes of Missouri 472.060) AND FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF A PROBATE JUDGE FROM OUTSIDE THIS JUDICIAL DISTRICT


	Comes now the Petitioner, Pastor Martin Lindstedt, to seek the removal for cause of real and perceived bias and prejudice by Judge Kevin Lee Selby based upon past events, under provision of Revised Statutes of Missouri 472.060, and also removal of this case at law of probating Martina Lindstedt’s Estate from without this judicial district to a probate judge from outside this judicial district, preferably one not in Jasper County like in Lawrence or Barry Counties. 

Reasons why Judge Kevin Lee Selby Must Be Removed for Cause
	There is no doubt as to why Judge Kevin Lee Selby must be removed from hearing this probate case in the minds of all parties. Ever since Selby arrived in Newton County as a lawyer in 1994 or 1995 and was a City of Granby prosecuting attorney both Pastor Lindstedt and Selby have fought, first in the Granby Municipal Court, where Selby got Lindstedt put in jail for 30 days for Contempt of Court for Lindstedt’s refusal to pay a fine of $100 and $250 in costs for a bogus jury trial absent jurisdiction for driving a commercial 18-wheeler with a low-beam light element burnt out on a federal highway, Route US 60, over which the Granby police had no jurisdiction, in fact was denied jurisdiction by Missouri Law. Since Lindstedt was suing in US district court for civil rights violations against a Jasper County Judge, namely Joseph Schoeberl, arising from this picayune matter, and had filed motion after motion in the Missouri appellate courts Schoeberl was laying low when Selby maliciously brought it back up.
	Later, on April 9, 2004, Pastor Lindstedt’s grandchildren were removed from the house across the street, at 337 Rabbit Track Road, Granby Missouri, and essentially bought and sold like cattle, based upon bogus claims of Pastor Lindstedt molesting them. No investigation was ever made in a timely matter according to law. Pastor Lindstedt hired an attorney to try to get these children returned to their mother and grandmother, but Judge Selby unlawfully wouldn’t allow that lawyer to even appear on their behalf on July 15, 2004. Later, Pastor Lindstedt filed in the Missouri Court of Appeals, Southern District, for intervention on behalf of these grandchildren’s biological grandmother, and Judge Selby initially refused to even sign his final judgment so that the case could be heard. 
	Then on May 10, 2005, Pastor Lindstedt was arrested for statutory sodomy, a year, a month and a day after the grandchildren were taken, with no effort ever made to conduct an investigation as required by law for the investigation to commence within 30 days much less a report of this  required “Preliminary Investigation” given to Pastor Lindstedt within 90 days. The entire focus by the Newton County Sheriff’s Department, the Division of Family Services (DFS), and this Newton County Circuit Court was to first remove the children, adopt them out, then after that was accomplished to press child molestation charges against Pastor Lindstedt, imprison him indefinitely without affordable bail in jail, force him to accept a public defender who would allow the DFS to make a video of any grandchild claiming on tape and under duress to claim that his grandfather had molested him repeatedly and thus not have to directly appear in court to testify and thus destroy the bogus case by saying in open court that this never happened. Then upon a conviction to send Pastor Lindstedt to prison for life, with a child molestation charge and as a “White Supremacist” have him murdered there and end Pastor Lindstedt’s Resistance career.
	Upon having Judge Gregory Stremel removed from that case as biased against Pastor Lindstedt, Judge Timothy Perigo appointed Judge Kevin Lee Selby to handle the preliminary hearing, even though Pastor Lindstedt had in his motion for change of judge demanded anyone other than Selby. Selby was the very same judge who had taken the grandchildren on the basis of the molestation claim which was never investigated and was then being sued in the Missouri Court of Appeals for the return of the grandchildren to their biological grandmother, Pastor Lindstedt’s domestic partner since 1987, well before any of the grandchildren were born. Pastor Lindstedt refused to recognize Selby’s unlawful and biased authority to decide whether there was probable cause to charge Pastor Lindstedt for child molestation in a preliminary hearing to send this matter to trial when Judge Selby as juvenile and probate Division III associate circuit court judge was the very same judge who had taken these grandchildren and was proceeding to adopt them out on the basis of an anonymous hotline call claiming that Pastor Lindstedt was molesting one or more of them. How could Judge Selby make a determination of Pastor Lindstedt’s innocence in a preliminary hearing when before he had ruled that Pastor Lindstedt was likely guilty in order to justify the permanent removal of them children?  Also, Selby was being sued in the Missouri Court of Appeals for the return of those grandchildren by Pastor Lindstedt while being put in charge of the preliminary hearing. For the next few months, Pastor Lindstedt, while in the Newton County Jail, would make application after application to the head of the Circuit Court, Timothy Perigo for the removal of Judge Selby hearing this case, and was ignored entirely. On June 30, 2005, Judge Selby gloated to Pastor Lindstedt, that the Missouri Court of Appeals had denied Pastor Lindstedt’s appeal to get his grandchildren back for the grandchildren’s grandmother and that with being in the Newton County Jail that Lindstedt wouldn’t be able to make an appeal of that ruling. Then Judge Selby ruled that Pastor Lindstedt was to be mentally evaluated, given that Lindstedt might not be found indigent so that a public defender could be forced upon Lindstedt.
	Since Pastor Lindstedt refused to accept a public defender and the public defender’s office refused to force their unwanted services upon Pastor Lindstedt, indeed threatened to sue Judge Selby for doing so, Selby was trying to claim that Pastor Lindstedt was indigent so that he could force the public defender’s services upon Lindstedt so that Lindstedt couldn’t point out that without the necessary investigation of probable cause when the grandchildren were removed, and because Lindstedt was his own attorney, that the Division of Family Services and the Newton County Prosecutor’s Office couldn’t make a coached and coerced video of the retarded grandson claiming that “Papa kissed me all over.” Lindstedt, as his own attorney, could point out that the quasi-legalized malicious prosecution was not only unlawful based upon no actual timely investigation ever being done, but face his alleged accuser, and have the Newton County authorities face the real possibility of having the child say, “Nothing like that ever happened, I never said any such thing.”  Then what would they do? Return the grandchildren that they stole and sold and say that they were sorry for putting Pastor Lindstedt and his family through the legal meat-grinder? 
	So Plan B, hit upon by Selby and the Newton County Sheriff Ken Copeland, was to find that Pastor Lindstedt was insane and send Lindstedt off to the State Mental Psychiatric Hospital/Prison in Fulton Missouri. With the aid of a jew mental patient, and Steven “The Conductor” – “He’ll punch anyone’s ticket” Madriacchia (sp?) a finding of “Psychotic Disorder Not Otherwise Specified,” which is two-thirds of a page in the DSM-IV letting psychiatrists claim that someone is insane, but not how they are insane, Lindstedt was duly found insane.
	Previously, on June 23, 2005, Judge Selby had unlawfully charged Lindstedt with 22 counts of criminal contempt to a total of 660 days imprisonment without trial for refusal to accept the “services” of the public defenders. Selby kept on trying to force a public defender upon Lindstedt until November when the public defender’s office after meetings with Lindstedt and allowing Lindstedt to see his domestic partner Roxie Fausnaught as an incentive proved that Lindstedt had property above the indigent level so that the public defender’s office couldn’t be dragooned to defend Lindstedt against Lindstedt’s wishes.
	So to keep Lindstedt from challenging the results of the mental evaluation, under RSMo 552.020, before a petit jury, and thus overcoming the bogus assertion, Selby simply refused to let Lindstedt see the results of the evaluation until a week or so after Lindstedt was scheduled to be sent to the psychiatric hospital/prison. This is also a violation of law as well.
	Six months after being sent to the psychiatric hospital, in May 2006, this forensic psychologist named Jeffrey Kline interviewed Lindstedt at Fulton State Hospital, Maximum Security Biggs Forensic Unit. It was quite clear to Lindstedt that Kline was trying to ascertain as to whether Lindstedt had been “softened up” by the illegal doping and confinement in a dangerous place to where Lindstedt would accept a public defender or other lawyer and stop making trouble. Lindstedt asked Kline if he was a jew and they fought for another two and a half hours, without Kline recording the session, before Kline wrote that Lindstedt was still unable to proceed to trial.
	Six months later, in late December 2006, Kline struck again, as scheduled. By this time Lindstedt was tired of being drugged every day, and having to fight off unruly insane inmates, that Lindstedt pretended to maybe “play along” but wanted the forced illegal doping to be discontinued in return. Kline wrote that Lindstedt was able to stand trial – but only if the forced illegal doping continued in the Newton County Jail. For some reason, the lawyeress for the Department of Mental Health sent a copy of this evaluation to Pastor Lindstedt. Judge Selby threw a fit at that because he didn’t want to be held responsible for Lindstedt’s illegal drugging and demanded that Kline either discontinue saying that Lindstedt had to be illegally drugged in Newton County or that Kline say that Lindstedt must either stop being drugged and sent back to Newton County for trial or that Lindstedt continue to be drugged while awaiting trial at Fulton. Kline wrote, keeping with Selby’s orders, a revised evaluation that Lindstedt was to continue to be forcibly drugged at Fulton while awaiting trial.
	In late February 2007, while holding a hearing, Pastor Lindstedt over a hour hearing threw up to Judge Selby all of his previous criminal actions performed under color of law, and demanded that Selby finally recuse himself for cause over hearing Pastor Lindstedt’s preliminary hearing. That Lindstedt hadn’t gotten the latest mental evaluations as the law stated so that he could challenge them in open court and before a petit jury. Selby made the court clerk give forth everything already in the case file, around an inch and a half so far, and recused himself without giving Pastor Lindstedt a chance to post an appearance bond so that Pastor Lindstedt was sent back to the psychiatric hospital for another 18 months as revenge.
	The next judge in the circuit, John LePage, tried for the rest of the year of 2007 to stick Pastor Lindstedt with a public defender, before giving up in December 2007 or February 2008. Pastor Lindstedt was transferred to Guhlman Medium Security, where he had access to his legal materials and started writing up actions against the Fulton State Hospital. Pastor Lindstedt feigned interest in hiring his own attorney to [mis]represent him, and got a newly minted white psychiatrist on the ward to discontinue the illegal forced psychotropic medications. The US Supreme Court in June 2010 in Indiana v. Edwards, 554 U.S. 164 (2008)  that barely-competent prisoners could be forced to have an attorney. So once the illegal forced medications were discontinued, there was no longer any reason to keep Pastor Lindstedt locked up in a psychiatric hospital/prison awaiting trial. Jeffrey Kline was summoned, informed that the psychotropic drugging had been discontinued , that Lindstedt was indeed talking to a lawyer, and Lindstedt’s ticket out of the NutHouse was made.
	The very next day in court, Lindstedt refused to hire the attorney at all, wanted to be his own attorney, and they couldn’t  send him back to the NutHouse. The attorney that Lindstedt pretended that he would hire said that the new judge John LePage, and Jacob Skouby wanted to cut a deal with Lindstedt to defer prosecution if Lindstedt would leave the state of Missouri and live at least 500 miles away from Southwest Missouri. The lawyer was paid $1700, but the deal fell through when the local Division of Family Services refused to go through with it.
	So after a number of months of further imprisonment, Pastor Lindstedt won the “right” to be his own attorney. So if Lindstedt was going to be his own attorney, then he needed access to a law library. The Sheriff of Newton County objected, saying that if Lindstedt had access to the County law library, then Copeland would have to hire two more jailers to guard Lindstedt. Lindstedt told Copeland that he would have to hire another 20 jailers because Lindstedt was working on other inmates’ legal work and at least five of them wanted to ditch their public pretenders and be their own attorneys, and they too would want law library rights as well. However, if the bond was reduced from $100,000 to a rightful $10,000 cash put up by Pastor Lindstedt, then this problem would likely go away.
	There was a refusal for a week to allow Pastor Lindstedt access to the county law library, but when Copeland finally had to comply then a call was made and the Newton County Prosecuting Attorney Jacob Skouby got Judge LePage to reduce the bond from a deliberately impossible $100,000  to $10,000. The next day, Pastor Lindstedt was released on bond.
	The mildly retarded grandson refused to lie against Pastor Lindstedt, and on February 27, 2009, at the preliminary hearing, having not even one witness to something which had never taken place, the bogus child molestation charges had to be dismissed by the prosecutor.

		Now why all this recital of past misconduct against Pastor Lindstedt by Judge Kevin Lee Selby? Simple. Judge Selby can’t possibly be the probate judge in this case, even if he has reformed. Pastor Lindstedt’s brother, Michael Lindstedt, and his girlfriend Crystal Courtney have bragged that Selby will never rule on anything in Pastor Lindstedt’s favor. It is exactly for that reason that Pastor Lindstedt and Susan Rohde waited until April 3, 2014, nearly a full year after Decedent’s death/murder to file Decedent’s last Will and Testament. And only for a measly less than $40,000 real property holdings in Newton County Missouri. The State of South Dakota says three years. We get a finding by jury of undue influence or actual murder by Michael Lindstedt and his girlfriend on $40,000 in Missouri then that case will transfer to South Dakota for hearing of the $1.2-1.5 million in Martina Lindstedt’s estate there. 

THIS PROBATE HEARING CANNOT BE HEARD BY A 40th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE, BUT MUST BE HEARD BY A JUDGE OUT OF THIS CIRCUIT

As mentioned above, there isn’t a single judge in the 40th Circuit that Pastor Lindstedt hasn’t fought with or embarrassed. None. Pastor Lindstedt has sued most, if not all of them before. Has printed up many web pages talking about how corrupt that they and the Newton County Sheriff’s Department and Newton County itself is.
	Additionally, there is presently a federal civil rights lawsuit currently operating, Pastor Lindstedt v. Newton County Sheriff’s Department, 3:13-CV-05020. In this lawsuit, Pastor Lindstedt alleges that the Newton County Sheriff’s Department in general, and Sheriff Ken Copeland and Corporal Barnes in particular, gave Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney permission to sell Decedent’s house so that she couldn’t ever come back home from Midland South Dakota where Mike Lindstedt had stashed her for purposes of embezzling from her estate, but the farm as well. Corporal Barnes claimed that “Whatever Mrs. Martina Lindstedt wanted would go.” Then when Martina Lindstedt was called up on Mike Lindstedt’s cell phone, she said, as Mike Lindstedt claimed that it had already been arranged, that “Mike, I don’t know.” Four of five times.  Whereupon Corporal Barnes threatened to arrest Pastor Lindstedt on unspecified charges if he didn’t immediately leave. As Pastor Lindstedt left, he saw Mike Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney is a scrimmage huddle, probably plotting how to sell Martina Lindstedt’s Newton County property.
	Pastor Lindstedt and Susan Rohde are of the opinion that Martina Lindstedt’s death warrant through neglect or actual murder was written by Corporal Barnes telling Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney – who used to work as a jailer at Newton County – that they could do anything they wanted as long as it was against Pastor Lindstedt.
	On April 5, 2013 Martina Lindstedt died, a mere five days before there was to be a competency hearing on April 10, 2013. In going up to South Dakota to retrieve Martina Lindstedt’s body for burial in the Granby Cemetery, Pastor Martin Lindstedt recorded quite a few recordings of Mike Lindstedt justifying her death all alone as opposed to her being placed under a guardianship in Missouri wherein Pastor Martin Lindstedt and Susan Rohde would be her guardians, and Mike Lindstedt too, where it would take two out of three signatures to spend any of Martina Lindstedt’s estate.
	Therefore, while this matter is indeed  a matter for the probate circuit of Newton County as there are over $15,000 in assets in Martina Lindstedt’s estate within the county, there is a need for a disinterested judge and a jury to hear this matter of whether Michael Lindstedt exercised “undue influence” or even whether Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney had Martina Lindstedt’s life ended in order to evade this proposed guardianship and making an account of her estate while she was still alive.
	Wherefore, this probate matter needs to be decided by a judge from outside the judicial district, and preferably not one from Jasper County, as Pastor Lindstedt had also fought with their judiciary officials. Barry or Lawrence Counties would be best.

	Wherefore, Petitioner Pastor Martin Lindstedt, along with Susan April Lindstedt Rohde who has appointed Pastor Lindstedt to represent her interests in Newton County, hereby petition Judge Kevin Lee Selby be removed for cause under Revised Statute of Missouri 472.060  and that a judge from outside this 40th Judicial Circuit, but not from Jasper County, hereby be appointed to hear this probate matter concerning Decedent Martina Lindstedt’s personal and real property located within Newton County Missouri worth from $32,000 to maybe $40,000 after the preliminary hearing on May 21, 2014, and to this estate’s conclusion.
Hail Victory!!!
______________________   			
Pastor Martin  Lindstedt	
338 Rabbit Track Road	
Granby, Missouri 64844
(417) 472-6901	
VERIFICATION

State of Missouri				)
								)
County of Newton				)

___________________, being first duly sworn under oath, and under penalties of perjury, presents that he is the Petitioner and drafted this Petition to remove Judge for Cause, that he knows the contents of the aforementioned Petition, and that the information in this Petition is true to the best of his knowledge and belief.

_____________________________

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ___ day of _______, 2014

_________________________ 
Notary Public

______________________ 
My Commission Expires
Certificate of Service

Pastor Lindstedt certifies that he is mailing to Michael Lindstedt, at 378 Rabbit Track Road, Granby Missouri, 64844 a copy of this Motion to remove Judge Selby for cause and to get a judge from a different judicial circuit on Saturday, May 17, 2014, along with a copy of Susan April Lindstedt Rohde’s Motion granting Pastor Lindstedt to speak for her interests in this probate matter in Newton County Missouri. Pastor Martin Lindstedt and Susan Lindstedt Rohde are in communication with each other and Sudan Rohde is in communication with Alex and Kayla Lindstedt in St Augustine Florida, and these other parties know of this Motion. 

